For the time being, the students of Armour Tech have written a number of reports on the various classes that have taken place during the past year. Their reports are open to any Institute undergraduate, and A. C. Howard, '38, Chief of the Appeals Committee, has been asked to see that they are mailed to the appropriate departments. The reports are a great help in determining the quality of instruction in the various courses, and they are also a valuable source of information for students who are considering their future studies.

Dr. Liebman Will Speak

Dean Robert G. Caldwell, ex-student of Armour Tech, is on the list of speakers for the first meeting of the new year, which will be held on Tuesday, November 28. Dr. Liebman will speak on the subject of "Scientific Crime Detection." His lecture will be given in the Lecture Hall at 7:30 P.M., and is open to all students.

The Tech, an Undergraduate Newspaper

The Tech, an undergraduate newspaper, is published every Tuesday at 7:30 P.M. It is open to all students and is sponsored by the Student Council. The newspaper is a valuable source of information for students, and it is also a good source of entertainment. The Tech is published by the Student Council, and it is open to all students.
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TYHOKING

This Thursday is very nearly the three hundredth Thanksgiving which New England has ever known, and would be triest, but true, to remark that there are many millions in the world who have little this year for which to offer thanks.

The fact that we have allowed material cause to offer thanks. The feeling of thanksgiving, however, lies not in the conditions which surround us but in the consciousness that under those conditions, in our ability to meet them and to rise above them if necessary.

To these ends the Thanksgiving has its origin not in a time of plenty but in a grim land offering little more than sudden death and starvation. The early settlers offered thanks, not to the forebears of the nation, but to the desire to give thanks.

The advertisement was obviously designed that we may realize the people who when they may to attend the Harvard-Yale football game.
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We have been credibly informed, by our eyes, that an advertisement for the Sophomore Dance, held last Friday at the Hotel Commonwealth, was printed in a recent issue of the Harvard Crimson.
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IN THE MAIL

Nov. 12, 1939

Editor of The Tech:

The Tech work program of the T.C.A. is unquestionably a very costly work, and as one unfamiliar in many respects with its work, I am hereby in a position to criticise, but I believe that if the experiences from the others it is obvious to me that the criticism is conditioned by feeling between the young people of Cambridge and the readers of the T.C.A. It would seem to me to be in line with the policy of the T.C.A. to acquaint clairvoyant association between these two groups. It would undoubtedly be possible to project a project such as this one to the facilities of the Institute under proper supervision.

The fact that my groups were a group leader could arrange to use the gym for basketball, swimming, gymnastics and many other sports, while in other places the bins are the facilities of the Coop Field and the Natical association to claim attention. Do you realize that all the young people held a sort of proprietary interest in the property of the T.C.A. and a more intimate acquaintance with students there would be line of the current vandalism. I have no doubt that the Cambridge Police Department and the Cambridge T.C.A. would glad to cooperate in such an attempt to keep the bins off the street.

FORD DORM EMBASSY

Concerning the work while activities that the T.C.A. supposed it is too bad that it rests many present to get its money. I refer to the soliciting of money and get to know that students who have previously been asked to contribute, neither are the students informed that their parents are to contribute to the work.

The spending money of most of the students is controlled by their parents. Therefore the T.C.A. in an underhanded manner asks the parents to donate money "for the good of the country."

When I contributed to the T.C.A. drive this year I still did not the assurance of the solicitor that my parents would not be asked to contribute. I believe that they would be asked to contribute on a conscious act on the part of the T.C.A.=

A related contributor to the T.C.A.

The First Church of Christ, Scientist

152 Charles Street, Boston

The Rev. Walter R. Law, D.D.

If you have a quip, a rhyme, or a pun, we will print it in the "In the Mail" column.

GOING HOME?

Send this phrase to the Railway Express Agent when you train or bus is packed and you will speed, direct to your home, in all cities and principal towns.

"You can send "collar" too, same as your laundry goes. Use this complete, low-cost service direct to your home, bags are packed and ready to your home, your trunk or baggage.

NATION-WIDE RAIL-AIR SERVICE

250 Delaware Avenue, San Francisco

CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

RAILWAY EXPRESS

NATIONAL ADVERTISING SERVICE

REPRESENTED FOR NATIONAL ADVERTISING BY
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THANKSGIVING

We are brought into the world wreath, and without it, have reason to give thanks for the overcoming of some obstacle.

It from the experience of others it is obvious to me that I have no doubt that if groups were a group leader could arrange to use the gym for basketball, swimming, gymnastics and many other sports, while in other places the bins are the facilities of the Coop Field and the Natical association to claim attention. Do you realize that all the young people held a sort of proprietary interest in the property of the T.C.A. and a more intimate acquaintance with students there would be line of the current vandalism. I have no doubt that the Cambridge Police Department and the Cambridge T.C.A. would glad to cooperate in such an attempt to keep the bins off the street.
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Opening Basketball Game With Harvard Next Tuesday Night
Quintet's Showing Up To Now Has Been Poor

Many Questions Arise From Watching Team Work Out In Gym

The Harvard game only a week away, the Tech varsity basketball team met yesterday morning for its first practice session. The team has been somewhat of a disappointment so far this year, as evidenced by the rather slow progress shown to date.

The team heard somewhat of a pep talk early in the session and then went to work on the various aspects of the game that have plagued them in the past.

Wilson is Biggest Question

Probably the biggest question mark in this group is Wilson. Standing slightly undersized for a forward, he has not shown up to date what he is capable of against experienced opponents. In practice he often looks very promising, however there is some question as to how far he can get on the varsity squad.

Cleaon G. Mosley, who is the only one left from the starting lineup from last year, is one of the best that Tech has had in years. With Glick out of the game, Mosley or Wilson may be his replacement.

Tryout Dates Set For Dec. 8 and 9

The dates for tryouts and finals for the six weeks scheduled in this year's All-Tech swimming meet have been set for Monday afternoon and Friday morning.

Anyone who has not a varsity letter for swimming is eligible for the competition, and may try out for all or any of the events. No cut will be made, however in only three final events, if one of these is the relay, and it will not be on a men's relay.

Fresh-Sophmore Relay

The relay will be the highlight of the meet, each team taking the form of a race between Sophomores and freshmen teams of four men each. The winning team is to be presented with a cup on which will be engraved the names of the winners. The winning team of all other events will get individual awards. However, this year's performance of 10 years ago will be held out as a model for the other teams to aim at.

Scheduled Events

The events are as follows: 60 yard freestyle, 200 yard freestyle, 200 yard backstroke, 200 yard breaststroke, 200 yard butterfly, 200 yard freestyle relay, 200 yard diving competition including a front dive, a back dive, a pike dive, and three optional dives.

Dramaswap (Continued From Page 1)

B. Riddle, '42; John V. Curchill, '42; Paulina H. Morrow, '42; Pyilla Winter, '42; Jean Rice, '42; Bereen P. Johnson, '42; Ber- ren Barrett, L Taft, '42; Theodore Danielson, '41; Fred J. Johnson, '42; Ruth B. Lawrence, '42; Floyd A. Lyon, '42; Robert L. Mitchell, '42; Eliza J., '42; Agnes A. Morton, '42; Patricia L. Parmenter, '42; Lydia A. Phae, '42.

Squash Team Drops Match Dartmouth Downs Varsity As Faculty Team Defeats J. V.

The Varsity squash team was overthrown yesterday by the Dartmouth varsity in the first meet of the season. However, the Faculty team fared somewhat better as it dropped a single match to the hard-working institutes team.

After the varsity match Coach Jack O'Brien at the end of the first, the Maltman, '42, told the Terps that the young Terps often impressed him with his agility, and that the score for Dartmouth was 15-11, 10-17, 15-8.

Tennis Team Reaches Finals With Four Teams

These teams have fought their way into the final round of the worst key tennis tournament that has been up to that point in the school year.

The position in the round robin will be filled by the winner of the match between Sigma Chi and the Techs. Sigma Chi, who has won the last three tournaments, will be back at it again.

The other winner of the two games will take on the Philadelphia team, who are expected to make a strong showing, and the team is looking forward to a good show of their game.

Hockey Team Holds Boston College Even In pre-season Clash

Yale's hockey team has been looking for its three previous scrimmage games with Boston College. It was re- sulted in the squad's biggest loss of the season. With the opening game of the season with Boston University scheduled for next Saturday, the team appears to be on the brink of one of its most successful seasons. Eight men of last year's team have returned.

Defense Has Been Tightened

According to Coach George Owen, the defense has been tightened considerably in practice and the forwards have been using their speed and developed some scoring.”

There are two teams that can look forward to a good start, according to Owen. The Harvard defense has been économized with several combinations and will not hesitate to start off.

Defensive Dummies have been added to the line-up, and the forwards will be using their speed and developed some scoring.”
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Calendar

Tuesday, November 28
3:00 P.M. "Story of Steel."—Movies. Room 10-330.
5:00 P.M. Camera Club Meeting.—Room 4-470.

Wednesday, November 29
9:00 P.M. 8:00 A.M. 6:15 Thanksgiving Dinner.—Walker.

Thursday, November 30
All Day—Holiday as proclaimed by Leverett G. and Karl T. & WO—president of Technology, originated clearly. The late Dr. Stratton, then president of Technology, originated clearly.

Faculty and the student body, are on exhibition in the galleries of the Tech. School. Any Senior who holds the Record will be asked to submit a report.